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In March 2016, Ben Turner spent a week in some of Sierra Leone’s most remote 

villages. Together, his team trained farmers in a new way to plant crops that could 

dramatically increase their yields. It was one of many times he’s visited the region 

since joining Just Hope as president in 2012.  

In those few short days, Ben saw people peering in the windows of an over-capacity 

school house to hear the teaching. He listened as community leaders asked fellow 

men and women to change the way they think about farming, even if it challenged 

tradition. He saw raw earth transformed into methodically planted fields. And, he 
witnessed the initial trainees teach their community members the new techniques 

that very same week.

This is the kind of life transformation that drew Ben to lead Just Hope into its next 
stage of growth, and it’s the kind of transformation he seeks in every effort associated 
with the organization. Today, Just Hope serves in Sierra Leone, Ghana, Togo, Panama 

and Honduras, achieving its mission of economic empowerment through agricultural 

training, survival skills, savings groups and business mentoring.

Ben believes in the innate dignity of every human being, and the promise that 

earning a household income can transform generations. Guided by local needs 

and market opportunities, Just Hope gives people a hand up so they never become 

dependent on a handout.

Ben utilizes his background of nearly a decade in strategic business planning and 

consulting to inform every interaction with Just Hope’s global partners on the ground. 

He further ensures that each engagement is run with integrity and accountability. He 

is as passionate about working with Just Hope’s global partners as they change their 

lives, as he is creating an exit plan that sets that partner up for long-term success.

Learn more about Ben and Just Hope International at JustHopeInternational.org. 
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When two of Karen Bruton’s passions collided in 2007, she knew she found her life’s 

work: using the power of business to make an impact that lasts and transforms lives.

Before founding Just Hope International, Karen had participated in numerous 

mission trips – feeding the hungry, building churches and drilling wells. Her 

experiences convinced her that God was calling her to help people living in poverty, 

and that handouts are a dead-end on the journey to lasting change.

 

While traveling to Peru in 2007, Karen experienced her first “ah-ha!” moment in 
Anyana, a small village that had been destroyed by two decades of attack and 

oppression by the Shining Path terrorists. During that trip, Karen brought guinea 

pigs, chickens and seeds to a group of people already working to rebuild their lives. 

They used the livestock and agricultural supplies to grow businesses that provide 

sustainable and steady income for their families. A hand up, says Karen, is the way to 

make a difference that lasts a lifetime.
 

That same year, Karen left the comfort of her corporate job, began trading 
professionally, and pursued her desire to make a lasting impact. She founded Just 

Hope International with the mission to empower people living in some of the world’s 

most difficult living conditions. Her focus is to help remarkable people provide for 
themselves by earning a sustaining household income. 

Today, Just Hope has grown to serve in Sierra Leone, Ghana, Togo, Panama and 

Honduras, achieving its mission of economic empowerment through agricultural 

training, survival skills, savings groups and business mentoring.

Karen is a graduate of the University of North Carolina and holds an MBA from Wake 

Forest University. She is a CPA, has worked in public accounting, and spent more than 

25 years as a vice president and corporate controller of two corporations. In any given 

week, you might find Karen watching the markets, working in the field in Sierra 
Leone, or listening to the stories of young women in an orphanage in Panama.

Learn more about Karen and Just Hope International at JustHopeInternational.org. 


